Ergonomics Keyboard and Mouse Catalog

Keyboards

Freestyle Adjustable Split Keyboard

The Kinesis® Freestyle™ adjustable split keyboard is a breakthrough in ergonomic design. Created with input from ergonomists and health professionals, the Freestyle adapts to the specific needs of each user, minimizing awkward postures, while providing a stylish accent to any workstation.

Featuring simple, sturdy adjustment mechanisms the Freestyle is intuitive to configure and use. These configurations allow the user to choose features that offer complete separation, adjustable front splay, adjustable or fixed tenting, with or without integrated and removable, padded palm supports.

Goldtouch Go! Travel Keyboard

The Goldtouch Go! Travel Keyboard is the ONLY compact keyboard that reduces or eliminates risk factors that lead to injury. At a mere 1 lb., it allows road warriors and mobile professionals to safely work wherever their job takes them. The compact design of the Go! Travel Keyboard makes better use of limited space environments, and allows for external mice to be placed even closer to the keyboard for reduced shoulder pain and increased comfort.
Ergonomic Mice

**Humanscale Switch Mouse**

The Switch Mouse is an innovative mousing solution that boosts comfort and reduces the risk of injury. This groundbreaking peripheral device integrates two major innovations—a V-shaped base, which puts the wrist and forearm into a natural pronation for left or right-handed users, and size adjustability to provide a perfect fit for any computer user. Other features include a built-in palm support to prevent contact stress on the wrist, four-way scrolling dish to minimize repetitive motion, and programmable buttons for user-specified functions. All of this adds up to the most customizable and ergonomic mouse ever created.

**Cirque Smart Cat Pro Touchpad**

The Smart Cat Pro® combines all the power of a top-of-the-line mouse with the unrivaled comfort and durability of a touchpad with intelligent software, one-touch scroll and zoom, and distinctive sounds for each operation. Additionally, four unique, programmable hotlinks independently execute programs/commands, open files, control browser functions, assign (toggle) mouse actions and control cursor modes.

**RollerMouse Pro2**

This device eliminates reaching for a traditional mouse, relieving neck, shoulder and elbow pain. There is no gripping necessary, thus avoiding the threat of Repetitive Strain Injuries such as Carpal Tunnel Syndrome and Tendonitis. Easy to use keyboard “lifters” elevate your keyboard to the proper height. Convenient, out of the box, “plug and play” connectivity for both PC and Mac computers. Seven powerful button functions right out of the box.
ErgoCarpal Ergo Trackball

The Comfort Trackball Mouse from Comfort Keyboard is their newest trackball mouse. Ambidextrous (right or left handed) capacity and a detachable wrist rest make this space-saving mouse alternative an ergonomic masterpiece. Ergonomically contoured and shaped to the human palm, hand, and wrist, the ErgoTrack ergonomic trackball offers professional, drafting-grade resolution weighing in at a full 6400 dots per inch!